
I am Azhen Hasan Jarjes. I studied four years bachelor about physics in the University of Duhok. And I 

was the top of my class. Therefore I get a chance to work in the Duhok University as an assistant of 

physics. I Know three languages ( Kurdish, English, and Arabic). And I have these skills ( Microsoft Word, 

Powerpoint, Excel, Solid-Work, NX simulation, SPECTR, Geant 4). 

Assistant of Physics: 

Universirty of Duhok 

October 2011- present  (2 years 2 month )  

 

In this period I was assistant of physics  in the department of physics and I worked in the different labs 

such as (Electricity (1st year),  Thermodynamic (2nd year), Electronic ( 3rd year),Solid state physics (4th 

year)).  

 

Master Degree:  

University of Leicester  

September 2014 ( 1 year)  

I obtained my Master from the University of Leicester in United Kingdom in (Space exploration System). 

After I got the HCDP (Human Capacity Development Program) chance to study abroad.  My master was 

about exploring space, designing missions to different planet, explore while there is a life in space, and 

where could be a future leaving land like earth in the future.  During my course I have learned different 

software skills and modelling such as ( Solid work, NX Simulation, Geant 4). In my dissertation I used NX 

simulation to design a spacecraft and also a Geant 4 which is used by NASA and ESA space industrial for 

radiation analysis in every mission.  

Also I presented my dissertation for A very professional company in producing a rocket in NASA Space 

industry (Lockheed Martin) which is an American global aerospace, defense, security and advanced 

technologies company with worldwide interests.  

 

Assistant of lecturer  

September 2016 

I get my master certification at 1st of January 2016. I worked in mechanic lab for a year 2016. For new 

studying year 2016- 2017 I will teach Astrophysics as a selective subject for the 4th year student, In 

addition with teaching in thermodynamic lab.  

 

Contact details  

Email : azhenhasan2.j@gmail.com 



 

 


